
On a typical drive from my
house in West Pasadena
going east on California, it

takes several minutes to pass through a
few lights to get past Fair Oaks. If the
Gold Line is crossing my path, my time
is doubled. If I wish to turn north at
Raymond, I may needlessly have to
wait, even though there may 
be no traffic on Raymond.

My commute to and from work on
the 210 used to take 15 to 20 minutes,
now my commute more often than 
not is doubled. Traveling down Lake
Avenue can take as much as 20 minutes

from the freeway to California. When I
shop at the local grocery store, I circle
the parking lot several times looking for
a space. When I want
to have dinner in Old
Town on a weekend
night, I need to park
my car by 7:00 pm or 
I might as well change
plans. Besides feeling the effect of
increased traffic, I now hear the 
constant hum of vehicles traveling
along the 210.

The traffic in Pasadena has affected
every resident and visitor in Pasadena.
With the recent and anticipated devel-
opment throughout our city, I can only
expect my travel time to increase and
the hopes of finding a parking space
greatly diminished. At best, I can hope
the Gold Line will take some of the
load off the 110 on the mornings that I
need to travel to Irvine. At worst, I’ll
loose more of the free time that I value,
and along with that, a portion of my
quality of life. The traffic problem is a
daunting problem that is facing people
in most LA cities. One of my reasons
for choosing to live in Pasadena was

because I loathe the congestion in 
those cities between the 405, the 10,
the 210 and the 110. Now that the 210
has been extended, I seriously wonder 
if Pasadena is the next Hollywood,
where valet parking is the only choice. 
I also wonder how we as a community
are preparing ourselves to prevent this
from occurring.

Congestion Indigestion: This year’s
Annual WPRA Meeting will focus on

the traffic that is
plaguing our city.
Steve Scauzillo, editor
of the Star News, will
moderate a panel 
discussion that will

focus on traffic and development.
Panelists will participate in a discussion
about what can be done and what is
being done to prevent traffic problems
from escalating out of control. 

The meeting will be held on May
12th at the Western Justice Center,
located at 55 South Grand Avenue, just
north of the Ninth Circuit Court of
Appeals building. There will be a recep-
tion 6:30 pm, followed by the meet-
ing at 7:00 pm. 

President David Romney will 
summarize the past year’s accomplish-
ments and next year’s slate of new board
members will be presented for your
vote. Please join us for an exciting
evening – guests will be invited to ask
questions of the panelists.  ■
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The traffic problem 
is a daunting 

problem...
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recommendations to the planning
commission and council. 

The proposed Granny Flat
Ordinance did not originate out of a
concern for grandmothers. Instead, it
is stealth rezoning of approximately
7,000 properties currently in single
family residential zones where second
units will be allowed. The legal 
parameters of the State law allegedly
requiring such rezoning have yet to be
publicly aired at a council meeting.
No EIR has been required. No com-
plete inventory of the City’s existing
affordable/assisted housing has been
disseminated for review by the public.
No examination of how public 
entities in our immediate area have
dealt with this law has been made. 
Yet passage of the Granny Flat
Ordinance is on the council agenda
and imminent. 

The proposed Hillside Ordinance,
and short moratorium for construc-
tion on hillsides provide an opportu-
nity for the City to shape the nature
and location of development allowed
on our hillsides, which are visible
throughout the entire City, as well as
grapple with the difficult issue of how

to preserve the privacy of those living
in existing homes subject to intrusive
viewing by later construction. 

Traffic remains a major concern.
The city council finally has acknowl-
edged need to assess the cumulative
impact of all growth throughout the
City on traffic rather than deeming
some growth as “not significant”. 
The task ahead will be to devise a fair
and easily understood measure of
“cumulative impact” and an equally
fair and easily understood standard
for measuring when a street has
reached its maximum traffic capacity
short of gridlock. 

These are but a few of the issues
ahead. To deal with them responsibly
will require assistance from profes-
sionals in the fields of planning, 
zoning and environmental law,
municipal planning and zoning, and
traffic engineering. It also will require
commitment of the personal
resources of our members in time and
money. 

We look forward to success in 
calendar years 2004-2005!  ■

President’s Message

David Romney

WPRA needs the support of its
members now more than
ever.

The Ambassador Project has not
gone away. The developer, World
Wide Church Of God, has just
changed its strategy. Parcels are being
sold off to several individual 
developers in piece-meal fashion
which adds to our burden to monitor
and counter any negative aspects of
their development.

The voluminous Central District
Specific Plan and the even more 
voluminous General Plan are under-
going potentially major revisions. A
massive EIR, documenting matters of
significant adverse impact, will be 
disseminated soon. All will require
tremendous effort in research and
assimilation of background facts for
constructive formulation of WPRA’s
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Due to the generous support of
more than 880 members this
year, WPRA has been able to

make a difference in the quality of life
in West Pasadena, and indeed the entire
city. With your continued generous
support we can positively influence the
direction of development in the com-
munity of Pasadena and continue to
bring our issues before City Council

concerns and citywide overdevelop-
ment. If you, too, would like to make 
a difference in our quality of life by 
getting more involved with WPRA,
please email me, Dorothy Lindsey, at
(dorlind@pacbell.net) or call (323)
256-4972. Your help and interest on
one or more of our committees would
be greatly appreciated.  ■

and staff. Hiring experts in traffic and
city planning, as well as obtaining legal
advice concerning development issues
is quite costly. Please be as generous as
possible this year.

A few dedicated board members are
constantly working on various issues
that directly affect our quality of life,
such as the Ambassador property 
development, traffic, environmental

Message from theTreasurer
by Dorothy Lindsey
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Trouble is brewing! The 
Arroyo Seco continues to
require our never-ending 

diligence to protect her!
The equestrian riders and friends of

the Arroyo would like to bring to your
attention a situation that will impact
the historic Arroyo Seco, you, and your
neighbors directly.

The South Pasadena City Council has
established the Advisory Committee to
explore possible “alternative uses” for the
city owned land now occupied by the
Stables. This committee was formed
because the current leasehold, originally
established in 1978, expires in April,
2005. However, the equestrian use of
this land parcel predates this leasehold by
many decades. Historically, this site has
always been “horse country” and should
always remain so.

The Lease Committee has been asked
to provide city council members with a
recommendation by May 5th of this
year. The Lease Committee is currently
exploring alternative uses including
exclusive soccer use, a combined soccer/
equestrian use, and a combination of

recreational uses. A mixed use of this area
would substantially reduce the current
equestrian facility and the remaining
portion would be converted to another
use, i.e. soccer, baseball, volley ball, 
basketball etc. Undoubtedly, a change of
this magnitude would alter the historic
Arroyo Seco in terms of increased traffic,
noise, lighting, parking and a compro-
mised access to the Arroyo Seco trail! 
This 5.4 acre site is simply not large
enough for these incompatible uses!

There is an ongoing effort by citizens
from South Pasadena and the surround-
ing communities to save San Pascual

Stables to preserve the presence of 
horses and the natural surroundings
that attract many folks to this point of
access to the Lower Arroyo.

You can help support the continued
presence of this historical stable that is
situated on the boarder of Pasadena.
• Write letters to South Pasadena 

City Council Members at: 
1414 Mission Street 
South Pasadena, CA 91030

• Write e-mails to South Pasadena 
City Council Members to the 
attention of Marc Castagnola/
Assistant to the City Manager: 
mcastagnola@ci.south-pasadena.ca.us

• Attend the South Pasadena City 
Council meeting on May 5th at 
7:30 pm. At this meeting, Council 
members will decide the fate of the 
Stables. This threat is real! 

• Submit a petition from the website 
with neighbors and friends signatures.

The San Pascual Stables website will
provide updates on meetings and 
other ways you can help. The website 
is: www.sanpascualstables.com.  ■

San Pascual Stables
The Gateway to the Arroyo Seco Declared Endangered!

By Cathy Morrison
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All membership dues are tax-deductible, and donations of $75 or more are acknowledged in this newsletter.
Please take a moment to complete this form and mail it with your check today!

Name ___________________________________________________________________________________________

Address __________________________________________________________________________________________

Phone ( _________  ) ______________________________ E-Mail _________________________________________

� Associate $25-$49    � Patron $75-$99    � Neighborhood Protection Fund

� Friend $50-$74    � Benefactor $100-$249    � Platinum $250 or more

Please mail to: West Pasadena Residents‚ Association, Post Office Box 50252, Pasadena California 91115

Join the WPRA Today
�



L ibraries represent a quiet oasis
in a loud and hectic world. 
It’s not always about the books,

or the specific information needed.
Sometimes it’s about the opportunity
to enter a world outside your own
where your imagination can take flight.
While the collection and the staff at 
the San Rafael Branch Library are
undeniably a neighborhood treasure,
the physical environment should be
enhanced so that more children and
adults can enjoy this world of 
imagination. 

The San Rafael Library Associates
(SRLA) is working to do precisely that,
through redesigning and revitalizing
the library’s garden areas. Local land-
scape artist Charlotte Chen has
designed a new look for the patio area
which can accommodate the branch’s
growing schedule of school groups
(when weather permits) as well as shady
nooks for individuals to enjoy a good
book. The new design will also provide
improved handicapped access as well as
minimize safety concerns for groups
using the library at night and voters. 

Please join SRLA in its first 
fundraising event, a wine tasting at
Heritage Wines, on Thursday, April 22.
Proceeds from the event will help fund
the garden project. For further 
information, or to purchase tickets,
please contact the San Rafael Branch
Library at 744-7270.

Stop by the San Rafael Library to take
a look at the preliminary plans for the
garden revitalization, or meet the SRLA
members and learn more about the
support group and its various activities
at the April 22 event.  ■

The Garden of Readin’

A Taste of Wine, A Love of Books
and Thou

The San Rafael Library Associates
invites you to an evening of

wine tasting and hors d’oeuvres

Thursday, April 22, 2004
From 5:00 to 7:30 pm

Heritage Wines
155 North Raymond Avenue

Old Pasadena

Tax-deductible donation: $25 per person

Proceeds benefit the San Rafael Library Garden Project

To reserve your tickets contact the San Rafael Branch Library: (626) 744-7270
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Neighborhood Update

The Pasadena Neighborhood
Coalition (PNC) will hold a growth/
development symposium to address the
topic: “Is This the Future We
Imagined?” Former Pasadena mayor
Rick Cole will discuss current develop-
ment trends in Pasadena from the 
perspective of the original intent of the
City’s 1994 General Plan. Arnie Siegel,
Chair of the Pasadena Planning
Commission, Stephanie Landregan,
urban green space planner and

Michelle White of Affordable Housing
Services will join Mr. Cole in assess-
ing various city-wide impacts from
recent growth and development.
Representatives from Pasadena 
commissions and neighborhood 
associations will participate in 
expanded panel discussion, with 
ample time for audience Q & A.

The event takes place Saturday, 
May 1st from 9:00 a. m. to Noon at the
Travis Auditorium, Fuller Theological

Seminary. This is a city wide event.
The public is invited to attend. 

For further information please 
contact PNC Chair Bob Kneisel at
(626) 797-2707.  ■

Editor’s Note: The PNC is the city-wide
coalition of neighborhood associations
advocating for issues of livability and
quality of life in neighborhoods across the
City of Pasadena.

Pasadena Neighborhood Coalition holds Growth/Development Symposium



We have all been reading about
the old oak tree alongside the
Arroyo Seco at the bird bath.

Ray Dashner and The Arroyo Brigade
have been diligently working to save
this old oak. The oak tree has a fungus
at its root, probably from too much
moisture. Ray has been leading the
efforts to save the tree. The City fears
that the tree may be hazardous. 

The City of Pasadena maintains an
inventory of about 60,000 trees.
Approximately 12% of these trees are
oaks, with the most common being the
Coast Live Oak. Because of the recent
press on oak root fungus and sudden
oak death, we asked Darya Barar,
Pasadena Parks certified arborist, for
suggestions on how to care for your
oaks. She provided us with the 
following information.

1. Never use rocks directly around the
base of oak trees. Rocks will retain 
moisture around the trees crown and 
collar and could potentially kill the tree
through drowning or through fungus.
Only use mulch around the oak tree base.

2. Never water mature oaks in the 
summer. An oak grows in the winter 
and is dormant in the summer. Watering
in the summer will cause root fungus.
Only water oak trees in the winter if it 
has been an unusually dry year.

3. Never prune more then 10-20%
green out of your oak.

4. Only prune oaks around July or
August the hottest months of the sum-
mer during the trees dormant season.

5. Never remove all of the green
foliage from the branches since the
trunk and main branches will get 
sunburned.

6. Try not to plant under an oaks
canopy. If you need to plant something,
use plants that require similar soil types
and water requirements, native plants
are best, such as Currants, Ribes sp.

7. Never plant azaleas or rhododen-
drons near your oaks. Besides requiring
different soil types they have been
found to contain sudden oak death. No
cases of sudden oak death have been
found south of Monterrey to date.

For questions related to city tress 
or information on how to get mulch,
call Darya Barar with the Parks 
and Recreation Department at 
744-3846.  ■

Caring for your 
Oak Tree  By Cheryl Auger
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This April, the WPRA 
will unveil a completely
redesigned website. The new

site will provide more accurate and
timely information to members and 
residents in a format that is easy to use
and attractive. The site will become the
focal point for information about the
WPRA, the issues we are pursuing, the

latest news and events for the WPRA,
and the current status of our activities.
Our web site will provide easy access to
news and information for our residents,
useful links to City and community
services, and contact information for
the WPRA and board members. 

The new wpra.net will improve the
WPRA’s ability to make information

available, but it will not replace 
our quarterly newsletter, weekly emails
or special mailings. They will continue
as usual. 

The premiere of our new site will be
announced via email later this spring.
Look for more information on the new
wpra.net at the WPRA’s Annual
Meeting in May.  ■

New wpra.net website coming
By Blaine Cavena







Environmental 
Report to 
Study Growth 
in Pasadena

Pasadena is in the midst of a citywide
development boom that is testing our
transportation and public service 
infrastructure. The Los Angeles Times
recently reported that the Planning
Department has issued permits for more
than 1,600 housing units in Pasadena’s
central district since the year 2000. 

The City is updating the Land Use
and Mobility Elements of the Pasadena
General Plan. City staff also has drafted
a new Central District Specific Plan,
and has revised Pasadena’s Zoning
Code to implement General Plan poli-
cies. Last year, the City retained a 
consultant to prepare an Environmental
Impact Report (EIR) to study the
potentially significant environmental
effects that may result from the 
adoption and implementation of these
planning documents. The consultant’s
initial study concluded that these 
planning documents, if implemented
by the City, could “cause an increase in
traffic which is substantial in relation to
the existing traffic load and capacity of
the street system.” 

City staff is expected to formally
release the draft EIR on May 7. The
public will have 45 days to review and
comment on the draft EIR. You are
encouraged to get involved in the EIR
review process. On May 18, the
Transportation Advisory Commission
(TAC) will hold a public hearing on the
draft EIR, with a special emphasis on
traffic and the Mobility Element. For
more information, please call the
Planning Department at (626) 744-
4009 or visit www.cityofpasadena.net.

TAC Moves Forward on 
ARTS Bus Expansion
The Pasadena Area Rapid Transit

System (ARTS) is a bus service
designed to provide convenient trans-
portation between many of the City’s
residential neighborhoods and retail,
business and entertainment centers.
Currently, however, there is no ARTS
bus service to most neighborhoods in
West Pasadena. 

On February 5, TAC reviewed the
WPRA survey results which were
reported in our Winter newsletter, and
heard a presentation from City staff
concerning ARTS service requests from
neighborhoods throughout Pasadena.
West Pasadena residents are not alone in
wanting expanded ARTS service; the
opening of the Gold Line in July 2003
generated a high level of requests for 
service by residents throughout the City.

ARTS expansion will require 
additional funding not yet available in
the City’s budget. At TAC’s request,
however, City staff will be conducting a
service analysis to determine the feasi-
bility and expected cost of expanding
ARTS service to West Pasadena. In the
meantime, for more information about
ARTS, please visit http://www.cityof
pasadena.net/trans/transit/trans_arts.asp
or call (626) 398-8973.

710 Transportation 
Improvement Projects
The City of Pasadena Public Works

Department is constructing eight 
individual transportation improvement
projects that are designed to reduce
traffic congestion in the 710 Freeway
corridor. These projects were selected
by the federally-mandated State Route
710 Design Advisory Group (DAG), 
in conjunction with City staff. The 
projects are being funded, in part, by
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federal transportation appropriations
obtained by former Congressman
James Rogan.

Six of the DAG street improvement
projects are located in West Pasadena.
The following projects are scheduled to
be constructed between Fall 2004 and
Winter 2006: California Boulevard
right turn lane at Fair Oaks Avenue
(Spring 2005); California Boulevard
right turn lane at Raymond Avenue
(Spring 2005); Raymond Avenue
widening (Fall 2006); Arroyo Parkway
street enhancement (Summer 2006);
Raymond Avenue to 110 Freeway con-
nector (Fall 2005); and 110 Freeway to
210 Freeway connector and Marengo
interchange emphasis (Winter 2005).

For more information about the SR
710 Mitigation Project, please visit
http://www.cityofpasadena.net/public
works/Engineering/sr710/default.asp
or call (626) 744-4695.

TAC Reviews New Speed 
Hump Guidelines
At the request of the City Council,

TAC has revisited the Transportation
Department’s proposed new guidelines
for speed humps so that neighborhood
associations would have an additional
opportunity to review and comment
on the proposed guidelines. 

At its March meeting, TAC heard
from representatives of the Madison
Heights Neighborhood Association
(MHNA), who raised a number of
concerns about the proposed speed
hump guidelines. As a result, TAC
asked City staff to prepare a report
responding to the concerns raised by
MHNA. TAC will reconsider the 
proposed speed hump guidelines at its
May 7 meeting. 

West Pasadena Traffic and Transportation Update
By Vince Farhat



Traffic Safety Top Priority 
for Police Department
As reported in the last issue of the

newsletter, recent City statistics con-
firm statements by Police Chief
Bernard Melekian that traffic has
replaced violent crime as the biggest
problem throughout the City. As a
result, traffic safety and enforcement
now are top priorities for the Pasadena
Police Department (Department). 

The Department has divided
Pasadena into four geographic service
areas, with a field operations lieutenant
assigned to each area. West Pasadena’s
field operations officer is Lieutenant
Phlunte Riddle. To learn more about
the Department’s efforts to promote
traffic safety, or to report traffic 
problems in West Pasadena, please 
contact Lt. Riddle at (626) 744-4620
or priddle@cityofpasadena.net.

Get Involved
All TAC meetings are open to the

public, and we welcome your ideas,
comments and questions. Please feel free
to call me at (626) 441-1388 or send me
an e-mail at VFarhat@earthlink.net. ■

Editor’s Note: Vince Farhat serves as West
Pasadena’s representative to TAC. He has
been on the WPRA Board of Directors
since 1997, serving as President from
2001 to 2003.
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Rose Bowl Commentary: NFL Bait and Switch?
By Joan Hearst

In April 2003, the Rose Bowl
Operating Company held a heavily
attended public meeting at the

Pasadena Senior Center to unveil a plan
for renovating the Rose Bowl to accom-
modate an NFL team. The greatest
emphasis in the proposal was to 
preserve the historic aspects of the Rose
Bowl and its original configuration.
The plan called for the vast majority of
the extensive new amenities required
for an NFL stadium (concessions, con-
course, lounges, etc.) to be concealed
from view by constructing them out of
sight by excavating below the existing
seating and within the existing exterior
stadium wall. The plan was represented
as one that had the conceptual approval
of the NFL. It received many favorable
comments from the public and gar-
nered a great deal of good will for its
sensitivity to the historic elements of
the stadium. On the basis of this plan,
the City of Pasadena began the
Environmental Impact Report process
and proceeded with negotiations with

the NFL on other aspects of an agree-
ment to bring an NFL team to
Pasadena. 

On March 10, 2004, the Pasadena
Star News reported that the NFL has
called for the stadium architects to “go
back to the drawing boards” and come
up with a new design that drastically
reduces the cost of the renovation plan
presented at the Senior Center in 2003.
Apparently the main target of the cost-
cutting redesign effort is the extensive
(and very expensive) excavation effort
necessary to conceal the 800,000
square feet of new stadium amenities
and preserve the historic exterior
appearance of the Bowl. 

Where will those new NFL stadium
amenities be placed? Will they be 
plastered on and around the exterior of
the stadium to save on costs? What
additional effects might this plan have
on the environment in our beloved
Arroyo Seco?

The Star News also reported that the
NFL wants to reconfigure the interior

seating from that which was presented
last year and which preserved the
unique interior elliptical curve of the
Bowl. Why should the interior now 
be changed? Is this to enhance ticket 
revenues from “club seats”?

Is this part of a “bait and switch”
strategy and an effort to continue to
play Pasadena off against one or two
other potential NFL sites in the Los
Angeles area? Was the “bait” last year’s
plan that was to be sensitive to the 
stadium’s historic aspects, in order to
hold the many skeptics at bay, and
induced by the City’s to continued with
negotiations? Is the “switch” the NFL’s
push now to now cut costs at the
expense of the very the key historic
aspects features of the prior plan that
preserved the key historic aspects of the
Rose Bowl that are so important to the
community? 

Is Pasadena about to join the long,
long line of cities that look back with
regret and disappointment in their
dealings with the NFL?  ■
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Ambassador College Update

Much has happened on the
Worldwide Church of God
property in the past few

months. After its five single family
houses on Orange Grove above Del
Mar were named City Landmarks, the
Church sold them to private parties. 

The Church also sold the entire East
Campus to Sares Regis Group, a real
estate development and management
firm that has acquired or developed 
36 million square feet of commercial
property and 18,000 apartments and
homes. Sares Regis has indicated that it
will be submitting an application for a
“transit-oriented urban village” that will
“help ease the housing shortage and
complement the exciting and vibrant
Old Pasadena with an urban village
neighborhood that is an easy walk to

two Gold Line stations.” Indications
are that it seeks to build a project 
similar in size and scale to what the
Church had proposed for the area, 735
dwelling units and 40,000 square feet
of commercial space. 

On March 8 the Church filed an
amended application to develop the
West Campus in a manner similar to its
original West Campus plan, or 696
dwelling units plus the demolition of
the Ambassador Auditorium. The
City’s Environmental Administrator
has indicated to the Church that this is
a substantial change from the prior 
project and consequently will require a
new Notice of Preparation of a new
EIR, which means that the project 
will undergo its own separate and 
independent environmental review. 

This means that each “Campus” plan
will undergo a full, new environmental
review. While projects such as these
take their own time, it is anticipated
that it will take at least a year before
these plans reach City Council. 

As this edition was going to press, it
was announced that Maranatha High
School and Harvest Rock Church have
expressed a strong interest in the 
buildings that line St. John Avenue,
including the threatened Ambassador
Auditorium. (Gary Scott, Pasadena Star
News, April 8, 2004)

Plan to check WPRA’s new website
for announcements regarding the
development and use of the
Ambassador Campus, including the
Ambassador Auditorium.  ■



Mary & Lawrence Abelson
Paul Allen
Barbara & John Anglin
Souha & Georges Attar
Alan Bair
Sandra & Peter Bane
Carter Barber
Lauren & Phil Bard
Steven A. Battaglia
Cynthia Bennett
Cynthia & John Benton
Joan & Gerald Bergman
Cornelia & William Bloomer
Lisa & Matthew Bogaard
John Bowmer
Ursula & Lorne Brown
Joan & Robert Cathcart
Cynthia & Samuel Coleman
Pamela & John Craig
Nick Danilov
Kathryn & George Dawley
Gay & Tim Degani
Eartha & Anthony Dmohowski

Kathryn Ferguson
Jean & D.B. Freshwater
Katherine Gabel
Larry Garcia
Donald Garrett
Nina & Edward Gomez
Betty Gorman
John Greer Jr.
Lori Gross
Karen & James Gruettner
Vincent Guinan
Sandra & Renat Halili
Donna & William Hayward
Christine & Curtis Hessler
Jimmy Holder
Jeannette & Calvin Hollis
Jean Johnson
Janet & Michael Kadin
Barbara Kay & John Stocky
Sharon & Michael Kelley
Hamilton Morgan Kelly
Frederick Keyes
Susan Deene Kinney

Pauline Ledeen
Sarah Marble Lewis
John Lindsey
Angelina & Carl LoCasico
Lori & Phillip Matthews
Dorothy Matthieson
Christine McCarthy
Nancy & William McDonald
Judith & Paul McReady
Marcia & Melvin Means
Adolpho Mendez
Ann & John Mills
Ariel & Lita Minquez
Inez O’Connor Mohan
George Penner
Marcea & Wayne Peterson
Rebecca & Fred Potter
Peter Riddall
Denise & Martin Riley
Karen Rinehart
Eugenia Riordan
Steven Rodriguez
Peter & Sylvia Rosich

Michael Sanchez
Dr. & Mrs. Frank Schiff
Teri Schwartz
Linda & John Seiter
Carol Siegel
Barbara Kay & John Stocky
Alice Taylor
Vincent Telling
McKee Ullman
Mary Jane & William Urban
Robin & James Walther
Pamela & Clarence Waterman
James Watterson
Sally K. Wenzlau
Betsy & Bruce Whitmore
Bennett Wong
Linda Zinn & Richard Davis
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Julius Friedman
James Fullerton
Katherine Gable
Tracy & Robert Gaestel
Lisa Galloway & Geoffrey Baum
Priscilla & James Gamb
Helen & James Gamble
Penny & George Geis
Thomas Gertmenian
Robert Gillespie
Richard Gilman
Karlene Goller
Nina & Edward Gomez
James Gordon
Virginia Graff
Peggy & Donald Grannis
Leslie Clarke Gray
Arno Grether
Susan Haffley & Kenneth Fails
Larry Hall
Richard Hambleton
Roxanne Hampton & Brian

Kabateck
Mic Hansen & Len Evans
Donna & John Hardy
Teresa & James Hart
Mark D. Hassan
Thomas Hays
Donna & William Hayward
Hecht Associates
Jeannette & Joseph Herron
Lois & Jonel Hill
Hillsides
Marian & Thomas Hirsch
Priscilla & Gary Hoecker
Judge William Hogoboom
ML Abundus-Maher & Paul Maher
Connie Holguin & Steve Madison

Laja Holland
Susan & Philip Holmes
Linda & Ralph Hubbard
McLellan Hunter
Barbara & Philip Ito
Priscilla & Christopher Jenkins
Paul Jennings
Jean Johnson
Susan & Edgar Johnson
Kelly Jones & Michael Murray
Janet & Michael Kadin
Sharon & Michael Kelley
Sandra & E. John Kinas
Judith Klump
Janet Kobrin
Anne & Robert Kotz
Susan Kranwinkle
Sidney & H. Kunitake
Coaralie Kupfer
Grace & Albert Lee
Margaret Leong & Michael Checca
Brenda & Kevin Lima
Joanne & Ethan Lipsig
Yvonne Llewellyn
Patricia & John Locke
Mary & Jack Loos
James Ludlum
Thelma & C.J. MacGregor
Alexander Mallace
Maria & Sandy Mallace
Marvine & Robert Malouf
Marlow & Herrod Marrs
Ilene & Howard Marshal
Virginia Martens
Robert Mase
Arlet & Nishan Matossian
Laura Matz
Gordon McDonnell

Philomena & Delford McGee
Adolfo Mendez
Carolyn & Charles Miller
Terri & Troy Miller
Eudorah Moore
Cathy & Steve Morrison
Elizabeth Moule & Stephanos

Polyzoides
Martha & Andrew Nasser
Charmean & Robert Neithart
Jessica Niblo
Sue Ellen North
Michael Nyeholt
Susan & Michael Obarski
Jane & Gordon Odell
Linda & Dennis O’Leary
Juanita & Ramon O’Marah
Marjorie & Cornelius Pings
Richard Polsby
Sandra & Denis Portraro
Dean Price
Joan & Charles Prichard
Diana Raney
Alexandra Reeves
Shelly & Robert Reisch
Mary Dee & David Romney
Catharine & Emrys Ross
George Rossman
Thelma & John Rotonde
Harold Sadring
Arthur J.R. Schneider
Esther & Richard Schuster
Joan & Myrl Scott
Leonard Searle
Donna & Gerald Secundy
Catherine & Ender Sezgin
The Shakespeare Club
Lynn Shapiro

Jil & Joel Sheldon
Elena & James Shoch
Betty & Norri Sirri
Elizabeth Smalley & Garth Gilpin
Luchus Paul Smith, Jr.
Phillip Sotel
Sarah & Charles Steidel
Cynthia Sherman & John Stipanov
Edmund Sutro
Dawn & Frank Suttle
Patricia Sutton
Charlene & William Talbot
Eldon Teper
Joan Terry
Sharilyn & Robert Thorell
Catherine & Paul Tosetti
Virginia & Thomas Trowbridge
Albert Tucker
Joann, Turovsky
Charles Urtuzuastegui
Andrea & John Van de Kamp
Wendy & Michael Vogler
Timothy H. Walker
Dr. Nancy Warner
Pamela & Fred Wasson
Sarah & Russell White
Lucinda Whitney
Rita Jane Whitney
Anne O’Melveny Wilson
Katherine & Warren Wimmer
Robert Winter
Rebecca & William Woods
Catherine & Robert Woolway
Frances & Amnon Yariv
Leslie & Robert Zasa
Laurie & Dale Zeh
Minerva Zermeno & Enrique

Romero

Benefactors continued
April 2004

Patrons
April 2004
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Board of Directors 2003 - 2004

Geoffrey Baum

Blaine Cavena

Richard Davis

James Hawkes

Judith S. Klump

John Martin

Audrey O'Kelley

Marilyn Randolph

Mary Dee Romney

Pat Shanks

Priscilla Taylor

John Van de Kamp

Fred Zepeda

Board Members:

The West Pasadena Residents’ Association is a Non-Profit Public Benefit Corporation.

Officers:

President David Romney 626-403-0242

First Vice-President Leslie Clarke Gray 626-441-1388

Director of Communications Cheryl Auger 626-799-6465

Director of Membership Joan Hearst 626-796-4057

Treasurer Dorothy Lindsey 323-256-4972

Secretary Michael Vogler 626-796-1704

Immediate Past President Vince Farhat 626-441-1388

For more information about our committees, please contact:

Newsletter & Advertising: Cheryl Auger 626-799-6465

Membership & Dues: Dorothy Lindsey 323-256-4972

Traffic & Transportation: Carolyn Naber 626-795-7675

Vince Farhat 626-441-1388

Arroyo Seco: Joan Hearst 626-796-4057

Seated: Mike Vogler, David Romney, Leslie Clarke Gray. Middle row: Cheryl Auger,
Vince Farhat, Marilyn Randolph, Geoff Baum. Back row: Mary Dee Romney, John
Martin, Richard Davis, Priscilla Taylor, Joan Hearst, John Van de Kamp, Charles
McKenney, James Hawkes.    Not Pictured: Blaine Cavena, Judith Klump, Dorothy
Lindsey, Audrey O'Kelley, Pat Shanks, Fred Zepeda.

WEST PASADENA
RESIDENTS’ ASSOCIATION
Post Office Box 50252
Pasadena, CA 91115-0252
WPRA Message Line: (626) 441-1388

Join WPRA

on May 12, 2004

for our

Annual Meeting!

(see cover story)


